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Chapter 586 

Why are Selena and her brother k!ssing! 

No no no! That’s not the point! 

The point is, looking at this state, it can be seen that Selena took the initiative! 

If it was said that his brother was so jealous that he couldn’t help but force the 

k!ss, it was still possible, but the current situation is simply too unscientific! 

Selena left Daniel’s lips, and glanced in Xi Shiqing’s direction from the corner 

of her eye. Then, she looked at Daniel with a smile in her bright eyes, shining 

like stars in the sky above her head. Tilting his head, he asked teasingly, “Are 

you jealous?” 

It’s completely the teasing tone of a girlfriend teasing her boyfriend… 

Under Daniel’s dazed gaze, Selena smiled and continued, “I told you a long 

time ago, the person I like is you!” 

As soon as the words were finished, Saul, who was in the car beside him, was 

completely confused by the development of the plot. 

Listening to those sweet words, Daniel looked at the affection in the girl’s 

eyes, stretched out his long arms, and hugged the girl tightly, covering her lips 

again, deepening the k!ss. It’s a cliff, and he’s willing to jump off it without 

hesitation… 



It wasn’t until Selena almost suffocated that the k!ss finally ended. She 

sneaked over Daniel’s shoulder and glanced behind him. Xi Shiqing was no 

longer there. 

Selena sighed secretly, although she was sorry, this was already the best way 

she could think of to treat each other. 

Now Xi Shiqing’s side has finally been settled. Of course, there is one more 

important thing to do next, and she has to explain it clearly to the Great 

Demon King… 

The two were embracing each other, when suddenly there was something soft 

between them arching and arching again. 

With a “poof”, a small head popped out, it was Rick. 

Only then did Selena realize that she was still holding Rick in her arms, so she 

quickly struggled, “Ahem, cough, that, Daniel… you squeezed into Rick!” 

Ahhh! dying! Just now I was thinking about how to make Xi Shiqing give up, 

but I forgot that Rick was still there, and did something unsuitable for children 

in front of Rick! 

Hearing Selena’s words and looking at the son in his arms, Daniel woke up 

from the dream. 

The little bun puffed out his cheeks and looked at Papa with an air of aura. It 

was too much. Not only was he k!ssed by Aunt Selena, he was also hugged by 

Aunt Selena! 

However, even though she was very angry, it seemed…not that angry! 

Because if Aunt Selena likes Papa, she can always be his Aunt Selena! No, it’s 

Selena’s mother! 



Thinking of this, Rick decided to forgive Papa temporarily. 

After Daniel let go of her, Selena put Rick down for the time being, then 

immediately stood at attention and bowed at ninety degrees, “I’m sorry, Mr. 

Boss! I didn’t mean to offend you just now! In order to avoid what will happen 

in the future Unnecessary trouble, I want Xi Shiqing to give up, and only in a 

hurry… I k!ssed you and said those things, I’m sorry!” 

In the car, Saul was completely dumbfounded. 

This, this… this plot! It was ups and downs! 

He suddenly loved his brother’s little heart so much. One second he thought 

Selena liked him, but the next second he was crushed by the truth into sgum… 

At this moment, Daniel looked at Selena quietly without saying anything. 

Seeing that Daniel didn’t speak, Selena suddenly became a little apprehensive. 

The Great Demon King wouldn’t be angry, would he? 

In fact, the reason why she dared to do this was that she believed that Daniel’s 

IQ would definitely know her intentions immediately and cooperate with her. 
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The reason why Selena dared to do this was also because she believed that 

Daniel’s IQ would definitely know her intentions immediately and cooperate 

with her. 

As a result, the big devil really cooperated very well, and the scene was 

seamless… 

However, looking at Daniel’s reaction now, could something be wrong? 



tragedy! Could it be that Daniel was serious? This does not meet the IQ of the 

Great Demon King! 

In fact, Daniel did understand what Selena wanted to do after a short moment 

of astonishment. However, at that time, emotion overcame reason. Even 

though he knew it was fake, he suppressed the truth and indulged himself in 

the world she created. dream… 

After waiting for a while, Daniel finally spoke. He rubbed Selena’s head lightly, 

and said, “It’s okay, you’ve done a good job.” 

The silence just now was not because of anger, he just wanted to quietly 

remember her k!ss, her words, and his mood at that moment. 

Selena finally breathed a sigh of relief when she heard the words, but “You’ve 

done a good job”, why does this sound weird? 

At this moment, Saul, who had been left alone for a long time, finally couldn’t 

hold back his voice, “Um…please brother and sister-in-law look at me, I’ve 

been waiting for a long time, little brother, do you still want to get in the car?” 

Selena gave Saul a blank look, then got into the car with the little bun in her 

arms. 

As soon as he got in the car, Saul started to laugh “hehehe”, “Selena, I saw it 

just now, huh? Poor my little baby, it’s almost squeezed into sandwich 

biscuits!” 

“Saul!!! I haven’t asked you yet. The more I think about what happened today, 

the more strange it becomes. Even if Rick would be unhappy seeing me 

having dinner with Xi Shiqing, he wouldn’t be crying like that. Is it your 

mouth?” There’s no way to say something to Rick that shouldn’t be said?” 

Selena suddenly raised an issue. 



Saul was so frightened that he pissed off, and denied it to the death for his 

own sake, “I didn’t! I didn’t say anything! Selena, you wronged me!” 

Grinding her teeth, Selena had already decided it was him, “Did I wrong you? 

Then I’ll ask Rick directly! Let’s see if I wronged you!” 

Saul was dumbfounded when he heard that, and urgently cast a look of help 

to his brother. 

Brother, save me! My sister-in-law knew she would beat me to death! She will 

beat me as much as she loves Rick! 

Daniel glanced at Saul’s frightened face, and for the sake of his past 

achievements, he still spoke, “Selena, just now you said you wanted Xi Shiqing 

to give up, meaning that Xi Shiqing has feelings for you?” 

Selena was successfully distracted by Daniel’s words, scratched her head, and 

looked a little embarrassed, “To be honest, I’m also in a daze, I don’t know 

why Xi Shiqing fell in love with me, we had a chat before, I only know that we 

met once five years ago, but that’s all, and there is no other intersection. Of 

course, it may be that I am too sensitive and think too much. Anyway, it is no 

problem now! Thanks, Lord Boss, thank you again!” 

Daniel: “You’re welcome.” 

With the crisis over, Saul wiped off his sweat for the rest of his life. 

Seeing his brother’s serious appearance, he suddenly regained his composure 

at this moment. 

Thinking about it carefully, this wave of his brother is not at a loss, not to 

mention ko a love rival without doing anything, and even got a k!ss for 

nothing, it’s not too much money… 

Such a good thing, it’s not too much to come again a few times! 
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In any case, the matter was finally resolved smoothly. 

In the car, Selena was going to call her grandfather to report the situation, but 

she was still a little embarrassed before calling. 

Hey, although she and Xi Shiqing have already discussed the idea of going 

home, what if Grandpa still doesn’t give up? 

“Hello, grandpa…” 

“Hey, Selena! Have you met that kid from the Xi family? How is it? He’s not 

bad, is he?” 

“Hey, Grandpa, he’s a nice guy, but he didn’t like me!” Selena replied. 

“What are you talking about, that kid didn’t like you?” The old man 

immediately said excitedly. 

“It’s not grandpa, what I mean is, we don’t like each other, so you should stop 

matching!” Selena explained to her grandpa according to what she had 

discussed with Xi Shiqing before. 

On the other side of the phone, the old man’s tone was extremely 

disappointed, “How is this possible? Grandpa even purposely met that kid 

from the Xi family in person first. He is not disabled, and he is also a good-

looking talent. That’s why he assured you to go on a blind date with him. 

Don’t like it? Then you tell grandpa, what kind do you like, and grandpa will 

help you find it! I also have an old friend, his grandson…” 

It’s over, it’s over, sure enough… 

Selena rubbed her forehead, “Grandpa, don’t! Grandpa, I really don’t want to 

find a partner right now!” 



“Selena, you believe in grandpa. Grandpa is someone who has experienced it. 

You are at the best age now. Only at this time can you find the best man, 

and…” 

Selena was having a headache, and suddenly there was a heat source beside 

her. Daniel leaned into her ear at some point, and whispered to her, “Tell your 

grandfather that your boss doesn’t allow you to fall in love.” 

Selena froze for a moment, covered her phone, and asked Daniel, “What?” 

“Didn’t Lin Zhizhi tell you? With your current situation, you can’t have a 

boyfriend.” Daniel said without changing his face. 

Selena’s eyes lit up when she heard the words, “That’s right! That’s a good 

reason!” 

The corner of Saul’s mouth twitched and muttered in front of him, “Hehehe, 

yes, the boss does not allow you to fall in love, only allows you to fall in love 

with the boss himself…” 

“Grandpa, I just want to work hard now, and I’m on the rise in my career, our 

company won’t let me fall in love!” 

The old man got angry when he heard this, “What? You don’t allow dating, 

how can there be such a company? Does your boss understand human 

rights?” 

Selena glanced at Daniel who had blocked a shot for her, “Grandpa, this is the 

way we all work in this industry. If we have a boyfriend, we will lose a lot of 

fans. Besides, I have my own studio now, and I am busy every day. I have to go 

around, the promotion of the new film will start next month, I will run all over 

the country, and I will shoot the new film right after the run, I really don’t have 

time!” 



Ning Zhiyuan originally wanted to mention the matter of letting her come to 

the company, but after listening to her voice, he knew that it was impossible. 

Although it was a pity, he was still relieved to hear that his granddaughter now 

has her own career and is living a fulfilling life. . 

“What about grandpa’s great-grandson… When can I hug him…” 

Hearing the old man’s sad and sighing voice, Selena touched Rick’s head and 

sighed in her heart, hey, it would be great if Rick was my son, then everything 

would be settled. 

“Otherwise, Grandpa, I’ll get you a test tube baby?” 

Daniel: “…” 

Saul: “…” 

Rick: What is a test-tube baby? 
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“Nonsense!” After all, the old man is old and his thinking is relatively 

traditional, so it is impossible to accept this kind of thing. 

He was also afraid that Selena would be forced to do something stupid, so he 

hastily softened his voice, “Forget it, you’re actually still young now, you 

should go to work first, Grandpa won’t make things difficult for you anymore , 

but there is one thing, you have to come back often to see grandpa, this 

request is not too much, right?” 

Selena was overjoyed when she heard the words, “Not too much, not too 

much! I will definitely go back to see you often!” 

After hanging up the phone, Selena felt relieved for a while, finally she had 

one thing on her mind. 



Earlier, Saul was still immersed in the shock of the word “test-tube baby”, 

“Karen, you’re awesome, even a test-tube baby has come out!” 

Selena rolled her eyes at him, “My grandfather wants to hug his great-

grandson, but I can’t find a man, otherwise what would you ask me to do?” 

“Then where do you get sperm?” Saul asked. 

“Sperm bank!” 

Saul glanced at his brother in the rearview mirror, “Actually, there is a ready-

made one next to you, and the genes are super high…” 

Selena naturally knew who Saul was talking about, so she said speechlessly, 

“Stop, stop this unsuitable topic for children!” 

Having a baby with the big devil… 

Daniel: “Sperm quality is better in natural behavior.” 

Selena: “You guys are enough… I just said it casually just now… Don’t discuss it 

so deeply… Rick is still there!” 

Looking down, fortunately, Rick was tired from crying and fell asleep. 

… 

Pearl River Royal View. 

Daniel and Saul sent Selena and Rick upstairs to the door. 

Daniel patted his son’s little head, raised his head and said to Selena, “I’m 

leaving, the temperature has dropped recently, please keep warm at night.” 

Selena nodded: “Yeah, got it! Good night, Mr. Boss!” 



Daniel took a deep look at the girl, “Good night.” 

Saul yawned, “Karen, good night… If there is any gossip about Xi Shiqing, 

please remember to share it with me…” 

Selena looked at the man in front of him who lived by gossip speechlessly, 

“Nothing is possible without you!” 

After saying goodbye, the two were ready to leave. 

However, just as Daniel turned around, he suddenly felt his clothes being 

pulled by small forces. 

Turning around, he saw Rick woke up at some point, looking at him sleepily, 

with a small hand clutching the corner of his clothes tightly. 

Daniel was stunned for a moment. 

After all, Little Treasure had never been so intimate with him before. Every 

time he left Selena, the little guy was overjoyed and wished him to leave 

quickly… 

Not only Daniel, but also Saul and Selena were stunned. 

“Little Treasure, what’s wrong?” Selena asked softly. 

Little Treasure blinked at Daniel, then groped for something in his bosom. 

Selena knew that he was looking for the clipboard, and hurriedly helped him 

get it out of the small bag he was carrying. 

Little bun still grabbed Daniel’s clothes with one hand, rubbed his eyes with 

the other hand, and wrote a few words on the clipboard: Dad, don’t go 



Four words… Before Daniel could react, Saul had already let out a howl, so 

moved that he was about to cry, “Oh! Rick is so warm! I want to have a son 

too! I want to be a test-tube baby!” 

At this moment, Daniel looked at his son’s little hand holding his clothes, and 

the four words on the clipboard, with mixed feelings in his heart. 

Selena’s eyes were already tearing up. Little bun’s relationship with Daniel 

improved, and she wanted to see it more than anyone else, “Daniel, why don’t 

you stay with me tonight? Spend more time with Rick!” 
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Saul almost wanted to go out and run around! 

Ow! so envious! It’s good to have a son! 

Such a godlike assist! 

Probably because the happiness came so suddenly, Daniel couldn’t react for a 

while. 

Although Rick has always been his biggest trump card for him, this is the first 

time that Rick has taken the initiative to help him in a real sense. 

Is it because of what happened tonight? 

That’s really… a blessing in disguise! 

In the end, Daniel stayed behind, and the single Saul ran back home in tears. 

in the bedroom. 



Selena lay on the bed with Little Treasure, singing to him to lull him to sleep, 

while Daniel was sitting on the other side of the bed, with one sleeve still held 

in the palm of the little guy. 

After putting Rick to sleep, Selena asked, “Why don’t you sleep with Rick 

tonight? I’ll go to the guest room.” 

“We can go together,” Daniel said. 

Selena was taken aback when she heard the words, she looked a little 

embarrassed, she scratched her head and said, “Huh? Could this be bad?” 

Daniel: “No, I don’t mind.” 

Selena: The Great Demon King…is getting worse and worse! 

Boss-sama said that she doesn’t mind being taken advantage of, so can she 

still say that she minds? 

Fortunately, the bed is quite big, and there are small buns in the middle, but 

it’s really nothing. 

When Selena came back into the room after taking a shower, Daniel was 

already lying on the bed, his hair was slightly damp and messy after the bath, 

and he was wearing pajamas. He looked down at Rick beside him with gentle 

eyes, like a The father of an ordinary family saw Selena’s little heart pounding. 

Hearing footsteps, Daniel raised his head, “Drink the milk before going to 

sleep.” 

“Oh…” Why does it feel like Daniel has raised two children. 

After Selena finished drinking the milk, she lay down on Rick’s other side. 



Daniel turned off the headlights in the room, leaving only a dim night light, 

and leaned over to k!ss his son’s forehead. 

Seeing Selena looking at him, Daniel raised his eyebrows slightly, “Do you 

want a good night k!ss too?” 

Selena’s eyes widened and she shook her head violently. She just thinks the 

way the big devil is taking care of Rick gently is very charming, so she just 

took a few more glances, okay? How can there be such an unruly attempt? 

There was a hint of a smile in Daniel’s eyes, he suddenly passed Rick, leaned 

over, and under Selena’s staring eyes, he planted a k!ss on her lips. 

Selena: “!!!!!!” 

fcuk! What are you doing, big devil! Did you agree to just sleep with Rick? 

Daniel narrowed his eyes slightly to hide the dark light in his eyes, “This is my 

reward for helping you block arrows today.” 

Selena: I was speechless… 

the next morning. 

Selena woke up in a daze, feeling that she had never slept so soundly, had no 

dreams all night, and her whole body was warm, so hot that she couldn’t even 

wake up. 

No, I have to get up and make a nutritious breakfast for Rick! 

Selena finally managed to open her eyes. 

As a result, as soon as he opened his eyes, what caught his eyes was a half-

naked chest… 



Five thunders struck the top! 

Dmn it! what’s the situation? Why…why did she sleep like this! 

She didn’t know how to get to Daniel’s side, and she lay all over him, so that 

his pajamas were wiped off by her, revealing a large piece of honey-colored 

skin, and her hand was pressing on his bare belly. and chest. 

Selena shuddered, and the carp scrambled to his feet. He wanted to sneak to 

the other side, but he didn’t expect that his subordinates didn’t know how 

important it was, so they accidentally pressed Daniel, and it seemed that he 

should not press it… 

 


